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Distributions from Foreign Grantor Trusts
 Treated as paid directly from the grantor of the trust as a gift if
the beneficiary receives a Foreign Grantor Trust Beneficiary
Statement (“FGTBS”)



Distributions from Nongrantor Trusts
 If the U.S. beneficiary receives a Foreign Nongrantor Trust
Beneficiary Statement (“FNGTBS”), the U.S. beneficiary is
taxable on distributions of current year DNI and is subject to a
“throwback tax” on distributions of UNI
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If no FGTBS or FNGTBS, the “Schedule A” default
regime applies
 Entire distribution is treated as taxable
 Amount of distribution that exceeds 125% of the average of
the past three years’ distributions is subject to the throwback
tax and interest charge that apply to distributions of UNI
 The portion of the distribution not subject to the throwback
tax is treated as ordinary
 Regime is referenced in section 6048(c)(2) and Notice 97-34,
but specific rules are only found in the Form 3520 instructions
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To avoid the Schedule A “default” regime
 the beneficiary cannot have used the default regime in a prior
year, or the foreign trust must have terminated during the year,
and
 the beneficiary must attach a FNGTBS to the Form 3520



If the U.S. beneficiary receives a FNGTBS
 she reports her allocable share of DNI and the portion of the
distribution treated as an accumulation distribution on Part III,
Schedule B of the Form 3520
 she calculates the tax and interest on the accumulation
distribution on Part III, Schedule C of the Form 3520
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Must include:
 Explanation of the appropriate U.S. tax treatment of any distribution
or deemed distribution for U.S. tax purposes, or sufficient
information to enable the U.S. beneficiary to establish the
appropriate treatment of any distribution for U.S. tax purposes
 Statement identifying whether any grantor of the trust is a
partnership or foreign corporation (if so, attach explanation)
 Statement that the trust will permit either the IRS or the U.S.
beneficiary to inspect and copy the trust’s permanent books of
account, records, and other documents necessary to establish
appropriate U.S. tax treatment.
• Not necessary if U.S. agent is appointed
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Must include:
 First and last day of the trust’s tax year
 Description and FMV of the property distributed
 Statement as to whether the foreign trust has appointed a U.S.
agent. If so, agent’s name, address, and TIN must be included.
 Basic identifying information (name, address, TIN) about the
foreign trust and its trustee
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U.S. beneficiary includes in income her allocable share of the
trust’s distributable net income “DNI.” IRC §§ 652, 662.
 Note that DNI of a foreign trust includes capital gain. IRC § 643(a)(6)(C).



U.S. beneficiary is subject to the “throwback tax” on
accumulation distributions. IRC §§ 665-668.
 An accumulation distribution is the amount by which the amounts
specified in 661(a)(2) exceed DNI reduced by amounts specified in
661(a)(1) – in other words, the amount by which the trust’s distributions
for the year exceed the year’s DNI
 Note that no accumulation distribution exists if the current year’s
distributions do not exceed fiduciary accounting income
 If the trust’s DNI is not distributed in the current year, any remaining
DNI, reduced by any taxes imposed on the trust’s DNI, becomes UNI, and
in subsequent years any distributions from the trust in excess of DNI will
considered paid from UNI
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 “Throwback rule” seeks to approximate the tax the beneficiary
would have paid if UNI carried out by the accumulation
distribution was distributed in the year it was earned by the
trust, and to impose underpayment interest on such amounts
 Important terms, such as “accumulation distribution” and
“UNI” are not defined in the Form 3520 instructions; must
reference Form 4970 for definitions


Distributions in excess of the trust’s DNI and UNI are
treated as paid from corpus
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Taxation of the portion of the distribution treated as paid
out of DNI is reflected on Schedule B, lines 40, 42, and 44
 Instructions provide that these amounts should be reported on the
appropriate schedule of the U.S. beneficiary’s tax return (e.g.,
schedule D for capital gain)



Distributions of corpus are reported on Schedule B, line 43
 These amounts are not taxable



Accumulation distribution is reported on Schedule B, line 41
 Tax-exempt portion of accumulation distribution reported on line
41a.



Refer to Form 1041, Schedule J, and Form 4970 to compute
tax on accumulation distribution
 Form 4970 is attached as a worksheet
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The accumulation distribution depletes prior years’ UNI using a
FIFO method (i.e., the earliest year’s UNI is depleted first, then
the next earliest year, and so on). Using this method, determine
the total UNI (reduced by any UNI paid out in prior years’
accumulation distributions) allocated to the accumulation
distribution, adding back any U.S. or foreign taxes imposed on
the UNI, and removing any tax-exempt interest.
 Use Form 1041, Schedule J, Part I as worksheet; note both U.S. and
foreign taxes are included on Line 9



Ignore Line 2: Form 4970 instructs the filer to remove income
accumulated before the U.S. beneficiary attained age 21. This
rule does not apply to distributions from foreign trusts. IRC §
665(b).
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Line 4 adds back U.S. and foreign taxes imposed on UNI
because those amounts are credited later.
 For this purpose, foreign taxes include taxes imposed on the
settlor with respect to trusts that would have been grantor
trusts but for 672(f)
 Note that if the multiple trust rule applies, amounts are not
added back in because the credit is denied
• Multiple trust rule applies where beneficiary was deemed under
the accumulation distribution rules to receive distributions from
two or more other trusts in a year to which the current
accumulation distribution is deemed to be distributed. Credit for
taxes attributable to the accumulation distribution in such a year
are disallowed.
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Divide the amount determined in Step 1 by the number
of trust’s earlier tax years in which amounts are
considered distributed, throwing out any year in which
the trust’s UNI is less than 25% of the average annual
accumulation (i.e., the total accumulation distribution
divided by the number of years of accumulation).
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Lines 14 through 25 compute the average amount of additional
U.S. tax the beneficiary would have paid in the five immediately
preceding years, throwing out years with the highest and lowest
taxable income, as if the amount determined in step 2 had been
added to her taxable income in each of those years.
The starting point for each year’s taxable income is the income as
amended by the taxpayer or recomputed by the IRS
 Taxable income for a loss year is not treated as being less than zero
 Accumulation distributions from prior years deemed distributed in the
computation year are included in taxable income



The form computes the addition to tax before any credits and
AMT
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Line 20 provides for an adjustment to tax for any credits that
affected by the change in taxable income, and for foreign tax
credits for foreign taxes paid by the trust with respect to the UNI
 Unlike U.S. taxes, which are credited against the additional tax on the
accumulation distribution as a whole, a foreign tax credit is computed for
each of the three base “computation” years
 The foreign tax credit limitation applies to the accumulation distribution
separately, without regard to the beneficiary’s other items of income
 FTC limitation for each computation year = recomputed U.S. tax for
computation year * (foreign-source trust income added in computation
year / recomputed worldwide income)



Line 22 requires AMT to be recomputed with respect to the
recomputed taxable income; appropriate AMT schedule must be
attached
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Lines 26 multiplies the amount determined in Step 3 by
the number of years used as a divisor in Step 2.
Line 27 subtracts from this amount the taxes paid by
the trust attributable to the accumulation distribution
 Note that the foreign taxes will have already been credited on
line 20, so this amount should include only domestic taxes



This amount is added to Line 49 of Schedule C of the
3520.
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The number of years for which underpayment interest is
computed is the “dollar-weighted” average number of years of
the accumulation, rounded to the nearest half year
On Schedule B, Line 45, enter the trust’s total UNI, prior to
depletion by the current year’s accumulation distribution
On Schedule B, Line 46, enter the trust’s weighted UNI
 Multiply each year’s UNI (prior to depletion by the current year’s
accumulation distribution) by the number of years since that year, and
add each year’s result
 Note that any year for which the U.S. beneficiary was not a U.S. person
during the entire year should be disregarded. IRC § 668(a)(4). This is not
reflected in the instructions.



On Schedule B, Line 47, divide the amount on Line 46 by the
amount on Line 45 to determine the “applicable years of the
trust”
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Use Lines 51 and 52 on Schedule C and the chart in the
instructions to the Form 3520 to compute underpayment interest
 No interest runs prior to 1976
 From 1976 through 1995, underpayment interest was a flat 6% rate
without compounding
 From 1996, the interest is compounded daily at the rate imposed on
underpayments under section 6621(a)(2)



On Line 51, report the “combined interest rate”
 This is determined by taking the “applicable years of the trust” and
looking up the combined interest rate on the chart on the Form 3520
instructions



On Line 52, report the interest due
 Multiply the combined interest rate by the tax on the accumulation
distribution reported on Line 49



Note that the “interest” is not deductible. IRC § 668(c).
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On Schedule C, Line 53, add the tax on the
accumulation distribution from Line 49 and the interest
on the accumulation distribution on Line 52
 Section 668(b) limits the tax plus interest charge to the amount
of the accumulation distribution. This is not reflected in the
instructions to the Form 3520.



Report this amount as “additional tax” on the U.S.
beneficiary’s income tax return
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If the default regime applies, the entire distribution is
taxable either as ordinary income or as an accumulation
distribution paid out of UNI, regardless of whether it is paid
from the trust’s income or corpus
Use Part III, Schedule A to determine the amount of the
distribution treated as ordinary vs. accumulation
distribution
 An amount equal to 1.25 times the average of the preceding three
years’ distributions to the U.S. beneficiary is treated as ordinary
income
 The remainder of the distribution, if any, is treated as an
accumulation distribution paid out of UNI
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The portion treated as ordinary is reported on the
appropriate schedule of the tax return
 Query what the appropriate schedule is if the source and amount of
the trust’s income is unknown



Tax on the portion treated as an accumulation distribution is
computed on Part III, Schedule C
 The entire accumulation distribution is treated as paid from UNI
 Tax is computed in the same manner as an accumulation distribution
from a foreign nongrantor trust for which a FNGTBS has been
obtained (i.e., look to Form 4970)
• Unclear whether credits for taxes paid by trust are available

 The applicable number of years for the interest charge is the number
of years the trust has been in existence, divided by 2
27
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Brief Recap on Taxation of Distributions
Steven is a U.S. beneficiary of a foreign nongrantor trust (“Trust”) created by his
non-U.S. father at the end of 2014. Steven’s father contributed $50,000 to the Trust
and did retain the power to revoke the trust or revest the trust assets. In each year
from 2015, the Trust had DNI of $10,000, consisting of 50% ordinary income and
50% long-term capital gains. In 2019, Trust distributes $100,000 to Steven. There
were no distributions in prior years.
1.

Classification of Trust: foreign nongrantor trust

2.

Allocation of Distribution:
- (a) DNI of $10,000: (i) $5,000 ordinary income, and (ii) $5,000 of long-term capital gains
- (b) UNI of $40,000: (i) capital gains are taxed at ordinary rates, and (ii) “throwback tax”
- (c) Capital/corpus of $50,000: non-taxable

3.

Form 3520 information reporting

4.

Foreign Bank Account Reporting

5.

Attribution of CFCs or PFICs owned by the trust
© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Strategies for Avoiding the Creation of UNI
• Best strategy may be to avoid accumulation of income
• Distribute DNI currently to beneficiaries
• Possible to distribute income only to non-U.S. beneficiaries and reserve
principal for U.S. beneficiaries
• In-kind distributions of property (e.g., stock)
• Avoid creating income in trust and defer income recognition for U.S.
beneficiaries (until later sale or if the asset produces income)
• Potential use of section 643(e) election but consider implications of
creating income in trust
• Limit distributions to “fiduciary accounting income”
• Loans to beneficiaries
• Must be a “qualified obligation” to avoid being treated as a distribution to
a U.S. beneficiary), i.e., must be (i) in writing; (ii) has a maturity that does
not exceed five years (and cannot be extended); (iii) all payments are
made only in U.S. dollars; and (iv) the yield to maturity is between 100%
and 130% of the applicable adjusted federal rate

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Strategies for Reducing the Impact of UNI
• Default method
• Provided in the Instructions to Form 3520
• Avoids the interest charge but all distribution reported as ordinary
income until the final year of the trust
• Structure low-yielding distributions to build up a sufficient 3-year
base and elect out of the default method in the final year
• Stripping distributions
 Consider distributions of income to non-U.S. beneficiaries
 Assess principal after cleansing out DNI and UNI
• Consider using a second trust to receive distributions

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Part V: Structuring Foreign
“Subtrusts” to Receive
Distributions
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Distribution to a Second Trust
• In lieu of distributions directly to a beneficiary, one option may be to make
distributions to another trust
• Avoids “income” in the hands of the beneficiary
• But, in order for a trust (“first trust”) to obtain a distribution deduction for a
transfer of property to another trust (“second trust”), the transfer to the second
trust must be a distribution to a "beneficiary“
• A trust can be a "beneficiary" and receive distributions of DNI
• Avoid “sub-trust” characterization
• If the transfer to the second trust represents only a division of the first trust
into “sub-trusts,” then the second trust considered to have received a pro
rata portion of each of the first trust’s income, including DNI, UNI and
capital, and there will have been no distribution to a beneficiary that carries
out trust income first
• Critical factors include whether the governing instrument of the first trust
permits transfers will be made to a new, separate trust, and whether there
are material differences in the two trusts
• Possible to distribute to a foreign grantor trust?

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Caution: Section 643(h) on Intermediaries
• Section 643(h) provides the so-called intermediary distribution rules
• Any amount paid to a U.S. person which is derived directly or indirectly from a
foreign trust can be deemed in the year of payment to have been directly paid
by the foreign trust to such U.S. person
• Intended to prevent U.S. persons from avoiding income tax on their share of
trust distributions by arranging for the distributions to be routed to them through
another person
• If section 643(h) applies, the “intermediary” is effectively disregarded and the
U.S. person is treated as receiving the distribution directly from the foreign trust
• Intermediary distribution rules apply where there is a principal purpose of tax
avoidance – presumption of tax avoidance based certain factors
• Exception: if the intermediary is the grantor

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Presumption of Tax Avoidance
• Presumption of tax avoidance, if:
• (a) U.S. person who received property from the intermediary is related to
the grantor of the foreign trust or has another relationship with the grantor
of the foreign trust that establishes a reasonable basis for concluding that
the grantor would make a gratuitous transfer to the U.S. person (e.g., the
U.S. person is a child of the grantor of the foreign trust);
• (b) Intermediary received a distribution from a foreign trust and within a 4year period beginning 2-years before the distribution, transferred to a U.S.
person; and,
• (c) U.S. person cannot demonstrate to the satisfaction of the IRS that (i) the
intermediary has a relationship with the U.S. person that establishes a
reasonable basis for concluding that the intermediary would also make a
gratuitous transfer to the U.S. person; (ii) the intermediary acted
independently of the grantor and the trustee of the foreign trust; (iii) the
intermediary was not the agent of the U.S. person; and (iv) the U.S. person
properly reported the gift (required if the gift was made by a foreign person)
© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Using a Foreign Grantor Trust
Family
Members

NRA

Grantor

Beneficiaries

Foreign
Grantor
Trust
Creation of Trust: As a nonresident, NRA creates and funds a Trust and retains the power to revoke it
- Trust can be created under U.S. or foreign law; even if foreign, the Trust can be brought onshore in the future
U.S. Tax Consequences:
Income taxes are deemed paid by NRA (even if he does not actually pay an income tax, i.e., on foreign income)
During NRA’s lifetime, distributions to Family Members (and other beneficiaries) are not subject to U.S. income tax in the recipient’s hands
Family Members and other beneficiaries receiving distributions should file a Form 3520 to report the distributions received. There should not be
attribution to the beneficiaries of ownership of companies and foreign accounts held by the Trust during NRA’s lifetime
NRA should consider taking the position that he/she is not domiciled in the U.S. to avoid worldwide estate and gift taxation
Post-death Planning:
- Trust will become a nongrantor trust at NRA’s demise
- Trust should be structured to step-up the basis in the assets of the Trust to fair market value at the time of NRA’s demise
- Consider resettling or decanting the Trust to U.S. law to avoid the throwback tax on future accumulations of income
- Consider additional planning to avoid attribution to the beneficiaries of companies owned by the Trust

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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U.S. Migration of Foreign Trust
• Current trend of bringing foreign trusts onshore
• Trusts with all or mostly U.S. beneficiaries can avoid having to deal with
UNI issues
• CRS and FATCA appear to be important motivators
• May be structured to allow for outbound trust migration later, but consider
implications under section 684
• Consider potential decanting statutes of local law
• Bifurcation of income post-migration
• Continuation of UNI from foreign trust period
• Consider potential CFC and PFIC implications
• Consider potential “step up” in basis of assets transferred to U.S. trust

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Section 684 on Outbound Migration
• Section 684 applies to transfers to foreign trusts by a U.S. person
• Any transfer of property by a U.S. person to a foreign trust is treated as a
taxable exchange of the property, except in certain circumstances
• Outbound trust migration (i.e., a U.S. trust becomes a foreign trust) is subject to
section 684, i.e., transfer treated as a taxable transfer by the U.S. trust of all
property to a foreign trust immediately before the trust's change of residence
status, unless one of the exceptions applies
• Exceptions to section 684:
• By statute (i) if any person is treated as owner of the trust under the grantor
trust rules (e.g, a transfer by a U.S. person to a foreign trust that is treated
as a grantor trust under section 679), and
• Under regulations (ii) transfer to a foreign charitable trust, (ii) transfer for fair
market value, and (iii) transfer by reason of the death of the U.S. transferor
if the trust is considered to be within the decedent's estate and takes a
stepped-up basis in the property pursuant to section 1014
© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Questions?
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